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CIVIL INTERNATIONAL COMMITTE  

On preparation World public opinion to execution   
of First  World Congress  

of Spiritual Unify in New York  
 

to 

First Vice-Chairman  

Dr Ernesto García  

 
Dear Sir, 

 
All members of civil international committee congratulate You with the birthday!  

 
On 23 August, 1946, into Cogolludo (Spain) on the planet the Earth was borne MAN, which 

today began to make that the fact that no one and even attempted never to carry out - to 
convince the Governments of the States of Wide-World of the need for coordinating effort 

for reaching of the balanced intellectual- spiritual increase in the contemporary 
CIVILIZATION. 

 
But the most surprising for all  - this person already succeeded the first steps in this most 

necessary for the steady development of our CIVILIZATION direction. His efforts for the 
intellectuals of Wide-World preserved the idea of conducting the First Congress of Spiritual 
Unity on the American continent. And already no one will be able to refuse from this idea, 

because do not have other way not the spiritual leaders, not in the obshchetvennykh workers, 
not in scientists for reaching of the matched position on fundamental questions of the 

development of Humanity. 
Going to this large and gripping each honest person purpose, Dr Ernesto attempts to have a 

positive effect on many social processes which they affect life of millions of people in 
Europe and America.  

All this is done sincerely and honestly.  
Therefore, in spite of all destructive processes very much have made by Outstanding 

Intellectual 21 century of Dr Ernesto Garcia. And we all to this witnesses!. 
In the Ukraine with His support two academic public structures in Odessa and in L'vov are 
created, in Spain his position supports management on a number of fundamental questions, 
and many public workers agree with Him, in England His activity is supported International 

Biographical Center in Cambridge, in America - by American Biographical Institute, the 



world acknowledged association of the public organizations Of Lusis Trast it sincerely 
supports our work and work of our Friend. By the way, precisely,  Dr Ernesto introduced us 
all to this interesting organization, with which He collaborated long before realizing of our 

general grand project. 
For us all it was very importantly in the life of meeting from Dr Ernesto Garcia  and we 

understand everything, that this is the gift of fate, which we must to take care.  
Therefore, our dear FRIEND, make it possible to wish to You in Your young for the political 

and public worker years of strong health, happiness in the family, the realization of Your 
most immense plans, and the main thing - sincere calmness and the sensation of the Great 

significance of Your work for all those living on this Earth.  
We will be always with You in all Your plans, undertakings and projects. 
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Chairman CIC 
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Membership CIC 
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